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to get information about the size and dimensions of an array using the teststand api you can use the following
methods getdimensionssizes getupperbounds and getlowerbounds these are all methods of a propertyobjecttype
arraydimensions class and are not methods of the actual array how do i determine the size of each dimension of a
2d array in teststand myarray getnumelements returns to total number of elements in the 2d array and doesn t
help me i need to iterate over only one dimension general test executive concepts 1 1 teststand capabilities and
concepts 1 2 major software components of teststand 1 4 support worldwide technical support and product
information ni com national instruments corporate headquarters 11500 north mopac expressway austin texas
78759 3504 usa tel 512 683 0100 assigning values to an array using an array literal string using the setarraybounds
teststand expression function to set the size of a single or multi dimensional array using the setelements teststand
expression function to populate every element of an array with a specified value overview this example
demonstrates the recommended approach for manipulating array data in teststand note for manipulation of multi
dimensional arrays refer to example manipulating multi dimensional arrays in teststand expressions the
rcbenchmark series 1580 test stand is designed to greatly reduce the time required for characterizing testing and
designing brushless motor propulsion systems while obtaining precise and accurate results code modules can pass
step properties as parameters to and from the code module or use the teststand api in the code module to update
step properties when you use a default code template from national instruments to create a code module teststand
creates the parameters needed to access the step properties for you define standard operations for all test
sequences such as identifying the unit under test uut notifying the operator of pass fail status generating a test
report and logging results teststand includes three fully customizable process models sequential parallel and batch
user interface controls set of activex controls and support the dimensions indicate dis tances without the use of
grips or fixtures the clearance between the bottom of a mounted force gauge or sensor and the loading surface of
the stand this distance is reduced if grips or fixtures are used column extensions are available with certain test
stand models column extensions available questions this application note suggests some guidelines for developing
effective sequences and test code in teststand using these techniques to develop sequences you can achieve faster
overall sequence development reuse of more test code and a highly scalable overall test system in teststand
multidimensional arrays are handled in the same way as single dimensional arrays they are just indexed differently
for this reason it is necessary to first create a single dimensional array then reshape it to the desired dimension this
guide is collection of white papers designed to help you develop test systems that lower your cost and increase
your test throughput and can scale with future requirements this paper provides guidelines for effective test
software development with ni teststand manual test stand the es30 force measurement test stand is a versatile and
economical solution for most compression and tensile testing applications it can accept a wide variety of sample
shapes and sizes and can be configured in many positions due to modular design building a home made engine test
stand from scratch complete motor run stand instructions including dimensions and pictures for everything build a
cheap and easy engine test stand that will fit any size motor with these engine test stand plans system
requirements national instruments recommends the system requirements described in the following table to run
teststand 2019 note national instruments recommends that you install microsoft hotfix 2588507 for 64 bit windows
operating systems siemens com teststands flexible and energy efficient solutions for test stands the more flexible
faster and more precise they are the higher the competitive advantages that can be created test stands are an
essential component of precise quality assurance procedures in the automotive industry summary what is a test
stand force test stands are devices used to control measurement variables in force testing and other measurements
a test stand usually has a force gauge mounted on it or a load cell which is then used to measure multiple force
parameters overview you can perform basic manipulation of multi dimensional arrays using the teststand
expression language but more complex tasks are better suited for a code module this example shows how you can
perform basic manipulation on a multi dimensional array teststand is test management software that helps you
develop debug and deploy test systems and provides full visibility into testing process and results download
teststand and find support information
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determine the size and dimensions of an array in teststand ni May
27 2024
to get information about the size and dimensions of an array using the teststand api you can use the following
methods getdimensionssizes getupperbounds and getlowerbounds these are all methods of a propertyobjecttype
arraydimensions class and are not methods of the actual array

determine the size of each dimension of a 2d array in teststand Apr
26 2024
how do i determine the size of each dimension of a 2d array in teststand myarray getnumelements returns to total
number of elements in the 2d array and doesn t help me i need to iterate over only one dimension

teststand user manual ni Mar 25 2024
general test executive concepts 1 1 teststand capabilities and concepts 1 2 major software components of
teststand 1 4

archived ni teststand reference manual national instruments Feb 24
2024
support worldwide technical support and product information ni com national instruments corporate headquarters
11500 north mopac expressway austin texas 78759 3504 usa tel 512 683 0100

programmatically resizing and filling an array in teststand Jan 23
2024
assigning values to an array using an array literal string using the setarraybounds teststand expression function to
set the size of a single or multi dimensional array using the setelements teststand expression function to populate
every element of an array with a specified value

manipulating single dimensional arrays in teststand Dec 22 2023
overview this example demonstrates the recommended approach for manipulating array data in teststand note for
manipulation of multi dimensional arrays refer to example manipulating multi dimensional arrays in teststand
expressions

series 1580 datasheet rcbenchmark Nov 21 2023
the rcbenchmark series 1580 test stand is designed to greatly reduce the time required for characterizing testing
and designing brushless motor propulsion systems while obtaining precise and accurate results

getting started with teststand national instruments Oct 20 2023
code modules can pass step properties as parameters to and from the code module or use the teststand api in the
code module to update step properties when you use a default code template from national instruments to create a
code module teststand creates the parameters needed to access the step properties for you
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ni teststand system and architecture overview card national Sep 19
2023
define standard operations for all test sequences such as identifying the unit under test uut notifying the operator
of pass fail status generating a test report and logging results teststand includes three fully customizable process
models sequential parallel and batch user interface controls set of activex controls and support

test stand comparison chart mark 10 force and torque Aug 18 2023
the dimensions indicate dis tances without the use of grips or fixtures the clearance between the bottom of a
mounted force gauge or sensor and the loading surface of the stand this distance is reduced if grips or fixtures are
used column extensions are available with certain test stand models column extensions available questions

a guide to developing effective maintainable teststand ni Jul 17
2023
this application note suggests some guidelines for developing effective sequences and test code in teststand using
these techniques to develop sequences you can achieve faster overall sequence development reuse of more test
code and a highly scalable overall test system

populate multidimensional arrays in a teststand statement ni Jun 16
2023
in teststand multidimensional arrays are handled in the same way as single dimensional arrays they are just
indexed differently for this reason it is necessary to first create a single dimensional array then reshape it to the
desired dimension

guide to effective test software development with teststand May 15
2023
this guide is collection of white papers designed to help you develop test systems that lower your cost and increase
your test throughput and can scale with future requirements this paper provides guidelines for effective test
software development with ni teststand

manual tensile compression test stands es30 mark 10 Apr 14 2023
manual test stand the es30 force measurement test stand is a versatile and economical solution for most
compression and tensile testing applications it can accept a wide variety of sample shapes and sizes and can be
configured in many positions due to modular design

homemade engine test stand plans and dimensions included Mar 13
2023
building a home made engine test stand from scratch complete motor run stand instructions including dimensions
and pictures for everything build a cheap and easy engine test stand that will fit any size motor with these engine
test stand plans
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teststand 2019 readme national instruments ni Feb 12 2023
system requirements national instruments recommends the system requirements described in the following table to
run teststand 2019 note national instruments recommends that you install microsoft hotfix 2588507 for 64 bit
windows operating systems

test stands for the automotive industry siemens Jan 11 2023
siemens com teststands flexible and energy efficient solutions for test stands the more flexible faster and more
precise they are the higher the competitive advantages that can be created test stands are an essential component
of precise quality assurance procedures in the automotive industry

4 ways test stands improve measurements gr metrology Dec 10
2022
summary what is a test stand force test stands are devices used to control measurement variables in force testing
and other measurements a test stand usually has a force gauge mounted on it or a load cell which is then used to
measure multiple force parameters

manipulating multi dimensional arrays in teststand expressions Nov
09 2022
overview you can perform basic manipulation of multi dimensional arrays using the teststand expression language
but more complex tasks are better suited for a code module this example shows how you can perform basic
manipulation on a multi dimensional array

teststand download ni Oct 08 2022
teststand is test management software that helps you develop debug and deploy test systems and provides full
visibility into testing process and results download teststand and find support information
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